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In this new book, Dolores Cannon continues the story begun in two of her previous books, Keepers

of the Garden and The Custodians. In those books, she explained how the Extraterrestrials

developed life on Earth, how they came to be regarded as gods and explored the complicated

relationship between humans and ETs.This book focuses on the secret knowledge that has been

passed from generation to generation after the Extraterrestrials left earth. For centuries, ET wisdom

has been protected by the few who belonged to the secret Mystery schools, where a few initiates

were chosen to learn and practice the various techniques. The knowledge had to be safeguarded

and protected. They knew that it must not die.Down through countless centuries this knowledge was

protected and shared only with the chosen few. Wars have been fought and terrible injustices have

been committed in attempts to gain access to this knowledge. Those with the knowledge often died

rather than let it fall into the wrong hands. Now it is no longer reserved strictly for oracles in temples,

hermits in caves, or wise men cloistered in hidden schools. It is returning to our time and is now

available for all to learn.
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Dolores Cannon is a regression therapist whose home is in Arkansas. She works with abduction

cases and with UFO researchers. Her other books include The Three Waves of Volunteers to Save

the Earth and "The Convoluted Universe" series. Her other atmosphere-filled books of "far memory"

documentation include Jesus and the Essenes, They Walked with Jesus, and Between Death and

Life. She also edited the channeled 3-volume work "Conversations with Nostradamus". Vist her at



www.dolorescannon.com.

Delores Cannon delivers her last book and it's wonderful. Using her hypnotherapy technique for

accessing her clients subconscious, Cannon is able to take people into some of the most interesting

past lives I've ever heard of. With Cannon you don't get the 'I used to be Cleopatra' lives which can

cause disbelief among those who have never tried past live regression, but instead learn about

people living their lives in ancient times, doing things like healing with crystals in Lumeria, or trying

to put enough positive energy up to stop the effects of those in power in Atlantis. I find Cannon's

work to be the best out there for the lost history of our planet, and through it we can maybe change

any destructive paths we might be on.Here's an interesting passage where a man from Lumeria is

leading his people into the water to escape negative energy that's being sent across the continent.

"I go back to this shallow water that's glassy, where it's shiny and you can see the gold on the

water." location 3747 What I found particularly interesting about this passage is that in coincides

with the Stichin books that say that the Anunaki came to Earth to mine gold and at first they

gathered it off of our oceans.One client talked about the crystal skulls and their purpose. Some are

recent, some are thousands of years old, and some are nearly a hundred thousand years old. "So

the significance of it being in the shape of a skull is that a human can associate skull with

knowledge, with mental, with the most important thing." location 3421 The client also said that some

of the skulls where made by an entity being channeled by the Source and his hands being used to

make the skulls. The client also says that our future is in these skulls too. Amazing.There are

caverns in New Mexico, and Arkansas, Brazil and Siberia, which, according to a client, means that

our planet has a crystalline center and that our bones are a sort of crystal too which hold our DNA. I

found it very synchronistic that Delores Cannon lived in Arkansas(she was told that she needed the

crystals for her work), and that some cultures treasure the bones of their holy people. Could they

know subconsciously that these bones hold knowledge?"The dolphins are not totally from here, they

were brought. They were not originally from this planet. . . They're like us, but they never forgot;

they never devolved. They never forgot the connection with Creator, and they never forgot the

connection with each other." location 3329. "There is at least one(crystal skull) under the ocean, and

there are those among the dolphins who are the guardians." location 3332Knowing this makes the

movie The Cove all the more horrible to consider.Along with all of the ancient knowledge and

answers to questions we've never been able to answer, we have some practical advice. "Fear is

negative if it is allowed to prevent positive action. Fear is good when it warns of real danger to the

physical body. . . .Fear is the root of all negative emotions." location 749 And apparently we can



carry our fear across our succession of lives, affecting our present moments. Cannon is able to help

clients let go of these crippling fears.Not only do I recommend all of Delores Cannon's books, I've

become a past live regressionist my self and can vouch for her methods. I've even found someone

trained in her techniques so that I can explore my own past lives. It's a great way to let go of fear.

Entertaining read. However, there is no guidance as to how to put it together...what is the bigger

picture? It might have been the author's intent to let us decide its nature. I don't know. I, however,

prefer to see all of those past life regression fragments to be put together in a more coherent

concept. I find it that a channeled material (like "The Great Huhman Potential..." by Tom Kenyon &

Wendy Kennedy) presents a much better learning experience. I gave it 4 stars instead of 5 because

of my expectations. Please don't let my opinion stop you from reading it. It may contain the answer

YOU are looking for!

I'm a HUGE fan of Delores Cannon's work. What a treasure the world lost upon her passing! Still, as

a seeker and connoisseur of all things metaphysical, I have to express my disappointment with this

book. After reading the description, I thought the actual knowledge that had been lost was literally

going I be revealed in this book. Rather, this book is merely a transcription of hypnotic sessions.

They're fascinating in their own right, but for a long-time Delores Cannon follower, I was ready for

something new. That is, I don't need to be convinced that hidden knowledge has been lost (the case

for that is beyond compelling in her previous books), I wanted to know WHAT that knowledge is!

I was taken aback by this book & every time I had a moment I continued to read as much as I could,

even while on vacation! I've been a student of metaphysics for decades & have numerous books on

hidden knowledge & esoteric Truths. Mrs. Cannon has done s great service to the world in raising

our awareness & I only wish I could have been hypnotized by her! Alas, this great woman has done

her work, fulfilled HER purpose & is now in spirit, probably still helping others!

A must read. The individuals that you meet in this book could be you, and it would not surprise me if

indeed some of us are reading our own ancient story.Despite all of our perceived modern

"advances" and insight you will find comparable parallels in our time where we still burn witches at

the stake for being different and having knowledge and powers beyond the normal, although in a

slightly more humane way, depending on geography. You will meet a parade of astounding,

fascinating humans of the past which were returning to us through the skillfully applied



somnambulistic state of their current embodiments by Dolores Cannon.Barbara Ringwald

I love all of her books and this is a continuation of that type of material, knowledge from the people

she regressed into their past lives, some so very far back, that they knew of ancient knowledge that

has been hidden for many years. A fun and exciting read, i always learn something new from her

books! I was sad to read that she died so I guess this is her last book.

Nothing really new here. A little bit disappointing, not Dolores best work and some of the

regressions featured leading questions!
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